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property rights. No license under copyright or any other intellectual property right is granted herein.

Copyright information for Cloudera software may be found within the documentation accompanying each component
in a particular release.

Cloudera software includes software from various open source or other third party projects, and may be released
under the Apache Software License 2.0 (“ASLv2”), the Affero General Public License version 3 (AGPLv3), or other
license terms.

Other software included may be released under the terms of alternative open source licenses. Please review the
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Please visit the Cloudera software product page for more information on Cloudera software. For more information on
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your specific needs.
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Cloudera, Cloudera Altus, HUE, Impala, Cloudera Impala, and other Cloudera marks are registered or unregistered
trademarks in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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CLOUDERA DOES NOT MAKE NOR GIVE ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, NOR COVENANT OF
ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN CONNECTION WITH CLOUDERA TECHNOLOGY OR
RELATED SUPPORT PROVIDED IN CONNECTION THEREWITH. CLOUDERA DOES NOT WARRANT THAT
CLOUDERA PRODUCTS NOR SOFTWARE WILL OPERATE UNINTERRUPTED NOR THAT IT WILL BE
FREE FROM DEFECTS NOR ERRORS, THAT IT WILL PROTECT YOUR DATA FROM LOSS, CORRUPTION
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LAW, CLOUDERA EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, QUALITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, TITLE, AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, OR COVENANT BASED
ON COURSE OF DEALING OR USAGE IN TRADE.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
components are provided as a convenience to our customers for their evaluation and trial usage. These components
are provided ‘as is’ without warranty or support. Further, Cloudera assumes no liability for the usage of technical
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Overview
The Model Registry is the core enabler for MLOps, or DevOps for machine learning.

The Model Registry stores and manages machine learning models and associated metadata,
such as the model's version, dependencies, and performance. The registry enables MLOps and
facilitates the development, deployment, and maintenance of machine learning models in a
production environment.

Model Registry includes functionality for the following tasks:
● Storing and organizing different versions of a machine learning model and its associated

metadata.
● Tracking the lineage of a model, including who created it, when it was created, and any

changes made to it over time.
● Providing APIs for accessing and deploying models, as well as for querying and

searching the registry.
● Integrating with CI/CD pipelines and other tools used in the MLOps workflow.

Model registries help organizations improve the quality and reliability of their machine learning
models by providing a centralized location for storing and managing models, as well as enabling
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traceability and reproducibility of model development. They also make deploying and managing
models in a production environment easier by providing a single source for model versions and
dependencies.

The Model Registry integrates MLFlow and maintains compatibility with the open source
ecosystem.

Limitations

● Upgrade to the GA (General Availability) version of Model Registry might not be
supported. Alternatively, upgrade to the GA version of Model Registry might require
reinstalling Model Registry which could result in loss of Model Registry data configured
with the technical preview version of Model Registry.

● Model Registry currently does not support the creation of private Model Registry with
UDR on AKS.

Setting up Model Registry
Prerequisites

● Before you can start using Model Registry you must have the Model Registry entitlement
which is ML_MODEL_REGISTRY.

● You must have permission to access a project in which the model is created before you
can register it.

Creating a Model Registry

1. Navigate to Machine Learning on the CDP Control Plane.
2. Click Model Registries in the left navigation pane.
3. Click Create Model Registry.
4. Choose your environment from the Environment Name drop down list.
5. Depending on your environment, complete one of the following:

a. If your environment is in AWS, Model Registry displays the following dialog box:
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i. Click Create to create the Model Registry.

b. If your environment is in Azure, Model Registry displays the following dialog box:
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i. Enter your NFS directory in the Existing NFS field.
ii. Choose the NFS Protocol version.
iii. Click Create to create the Model Registry.

Setting up access for Model Registry in a RAZ-enabled
environment
In a RAZ-enabled environment you need to set up the S3-Ranger policy by manually adding the
machine user name in the S3 Ranger policy.
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To set up the S3-Ranger policy, complete the following:

1. On the Models Registry Details page, find and copy the Machine User Workload User
Name in the Machine User Workload User Name field.
For example, in the following screenshot, the Machine User Workload User Name field
contains srv_cml_env_machine_user_82a49. Copy the Machine User Workload User
Name which is 82a49.
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2. Go to the Ranger UI in the Datalake of the environment.

3. Depending on your environment, select cm_s3 (AWS) or cm_adls (Azure).

4. Go to the policy named all - bucket, path which controls the access to the object store
bucket.
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5. Enter the Machine User Workload User Name to the Select User field in the allow
conditions section.
For example, using the Machine User Workload User Name from Step 2, add the value
which is 82a49.

Setting up access for Model Registry in a non-RAZ-enabled
environment
In a non-RAZ-enabled environment you need to add the Machine User CRN to the IDBroker
mapping in order to access the S3/ADLS buckets.

To add the Machine User CRN to the IDBroker mapping complete the following:
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1. Locate the Machine User CRN in the Model Registry Details page.

2. Copy the entire Machine User CRN mapping.
3. Navigate to the Environment->Manage access->idbroker page and add or choose the

Machine User CRN mapping to the Data Access Role field.
4. Click Save and Sync.
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Synchronizing the model registry with a workspace
If you deploy a model registry in an environment that contains one or more CML workspaces,
you must synchronize the model registry with the workspaces.

1. Click Model Registry to display the Model Registries window.
2. Choose the registry model you want to synchronize with the workspaces in the

environment.
3. From the Actions menu, click Synchronize.

Model Registry displays the Confirm dialog box listing all of the workspaces in the
environment.

4. Click OK.

Viewing Details for Model Registry
You can view detailed information for Model Registry.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
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1. Select Model Registry from the left navigation pane.
On the main Model Registry page, you can see all the models currently registered, their
environment name, respective owners, location of creation, and the last updated time, if
known.

2. You can use the filter bar at the top of the window to filter the list of model registries by
name, status, and environment name.

3. Select a model registry to see its description.
CML displays the Details page which lists the environment name, environment CRN,
CRN, machine user CRN, creator, and creation date.

4. You can also click the Events & Logs tab to display information on the events and logs
for the model registry.

Deleting Model Registry
If you no longer want access to Model Registry, you can delete it.

1. Click Model Registry to display the Model Registries window.
2. Choose the registry model you want to delete.
3. From the Actions menu, choose Delete.

Model Registry displays the Confirm dialog box.
4. Click OK.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
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Registering and deploying a registered model

Creating a model file using MLflow
Refer to MLflow documentation on how to create a model file:
https://docs.cloudera.com/machine-learning/cloud/experiments/topics/ml-exp-v2-mlflo
w-model-artifact.html

Registering a model using the User Interface
You can register a model using the user interface or the MLFlow SDK.

Registering a model enables you to upload and share the model. Registering a model stores the
model archives in the model registry with a version tag. The first time you register a model,
Model Registry automatically creates a model repository with the first version of the model.

Prerequisites:
● You must have permission to access a project in which the model is created before you

can register it.

1. Click Projects in the left navigation pane to display the Projects page.
2. Select the project that contains the model you want to register.

CML displays all of the models under the specific project along with their source,
deployment status, replicas, memory, and a drop-down function for actions that can be
made pertaining to that model for deployment.

3. Click the Experiments tab in the left navigation pane and select the experiment that
contains the model you want to register.
The system displays the Experiment Detail page.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
components are provided as a convenience to our customers for their evaluation and trial usage. These components
are provided ‘as is’ without warranty or support. Further, Cloudera assumes no liability for the usage of technical
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4. Select the run that contains the model you want to register.
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5. Select Register Model to begin the registration process.
Register Model displays the Register Model dialog box.

6. Enter the name for your registered model.
You can also enter optional information for the description, version notes, version tags.

7. Click OK to complete the registration.

Registering a model using the MLflow SDK
You can also register a model using the MLflow SDK or the user interface.

Registering a model enables you to upload and share the model. Registering a model stores the
model archives in the model registry with a version tag. The first time you register a model,
Model Registry automatically creates a model repository with the first version of the model.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
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To register a model using MLflow SDK you must specify the registered_model_name and
assign a value.:

mlflow.<model_flavor>.log_model()

For example:
mlflow.sklearn.log_model(lr, "model", registered_model_name="ElasticnetWineModel")

If you run this Python code again with the same model_name it will create an additional version
for the model_name.

Viewing registered model information
1. From the Projects page in CML, select Model Registry from the navigation pane.

On the main Model Registry page, you can see all the models currently registered, their
respective owners, location of creation, and the last updated time, if known.

2. Select a registered model to see its description.
CML displays the Details page which outlines the model description, ID, owner, and
versions. Different versions of the same model can be deployed in the workspace.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
components are provided as a convenience to our customers for their evaluation and trial usage. These components
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Creating a new version of a registered model
You can easily create a new version of a registered model.

1. Click Projects in the left navigation pane to display the Projects page.
2. Select the project that contains the model for which you want to create a new version.
3. Click Experiments in the left navigation pane and select the experiment that contains

the model you want to register.
The system displays the Experiment Detail page.

4. Select the run that contains the model you want to register.
5. Scroll down the page to find the Artifacts section and click model.
6. Click Register Model.
7. From the Name field, choose the model for which you want to create a new version.
8. Click OK.

You can also create a new model version using MLflow SDK. Simply run the Python code to
register a model again with the same model_name. This will create an additional version for
the model_name.

Deploying a model from the Model Registry page
You can deploy a model one or more times to create different versions of the model. You can
also deploy a model you created in one workspace to a different workspace.

1. Select Model Registry from the left navigation pane.
2. Select the model you want to deploy.

Model Registry displays the Model Version List page.
3. Select the model version you want to deploy.

Model Registry displays a side window that lists the version information. Dismiss this
window to proceed.

4. Under the Actions menu, click Deploy.
5. Select the Project you want to deploy to in the dialog box and click Go.

You can select either the project the model is located in or another project to deploy the
model to.
Model Registry displays the Deploy a Model page with the detailed model information
auto-populated.

This document has been released as part of a technical preview for features described herein. Technical preview
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6. If you enable authentication, you will need to enter an API key to access and use the
model in the case you have deployed the model to a shared project.

7. Click OK.

Deploying a model from the destination project page

You can deploy a model one or more times to create different versions of the model. You can
also deploy a model you created in one workspace to a different workspace.

1. Navigate to the Project you want to deploy to.
2. Click Model Deployments in the left navigation pane.
3. Make sure you have clicked the Deploy registered model checkbox at the top of the

window.
4. Select the registered model you want to deploy from the Registered Model field.
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5. If you enable authentication, the user will need to enter an API key to access and use
the model in the case you have deployed the model to a shared project.

6. Select Deploy Model at the bottom of the window.
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